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Abstract—In clinical practice, a misdiagnosis can lead to
incorrect or delayed treatment, and in some cases, no treatment
at all; consequently, the condition of a patient may worsen to
varying degrees, in some cases proving fatal. The accurate
3D reconstruction of organs, which is a pioneering tool of
medical image computing (MIC) technology, plays a key role
in computer aided diagnosis (CADx), thereby enabling medical
professionals to perform enhanced analysis on a region of
interest. From here, the shape and structure of the organ
coupled with measurements of its volume and curvature can
provide significant guidance towards establishing the severity of
a disorder or abnormality, consequently supporting improved
diagnosis and treatment planning. Moreover, the classification
and stratification of organ abnormalities is widely utilised
within biomedical, forensic and MIC research for exploring
and investigating organ deformations following injury, illness
or trauma. This paper presents a tool that calculates, classifies
and analyses pancreatic volume and curvature following their
3D reconstruction. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) volumes
of 115 adult patients are evaluated in order to examine a
correlation between these two variables. Such a tool can be
utilised in the scope of much greater research and investigation.
It can also be incorporated into the development of effective
medical image analysis software application in the stratification
of subjects and targeting of therapies.
Keywords-computer aided diagnosis (CADx), organ volume,
organ curvature, 3D organ reconstruction, magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI).
I. INTRODUCTION
The computer aided investigation of organ morphology
variations in patients with disorders such as Type 2 diabetes
mellitus [1], polycystic liver disease [2], renal disease and
obesity [3] has played a significant role in boosting the
quality of biomedical research, thus providing a valuable
analytical “second opinion” for the medical professional.
Computer aided diagnosis (CADx) software is employed
in several fields; for example it has been used to calculate
accurate volume measurements for fetal echocardiography
[4]. Studies have also highlighted a relationship between
extensor muscle volume and the magnitude of the sagittal
curvature [5]. Similarly, investigation into organ volume and
curvature, especially those of abnormalities, have provided
patterns of interest to the biomedical researcher. Moreover,
the use of 3D reconstruction of medical images is now an
integral part of clinical medicine. Recently, reconstruction
of CT, MR and ultrasound image datasets into 3D volume
has gained wide interest. For example, 3D reconstruction
techniques from medical images are used to explore cran-
iocerebral trauma [6], providing an effective approach for
forensic investigation in cases of survived craniocerebral
trauma patients without direct evidences interpreting orig-
inal trauma patterns. This could potentially be helpful in
exploring further injury. The 3D reconstruction of brachial
plexus [7] determines the individual brachial plexus anatomy
with maximum detail and accuracy, in view of utilising
these methods in a practical clinical setting. The thin slice
3D reconstruction in breast cancer patients demonstrates a
better technique for accurate evaluation of breast cancer
[8]. The influence of head motion on the accuracy of 3D
reconstruction is explored in [9] as patient movement during
the imaging process may result in motion artefacts such as
blurring and defects, which can appear in medical imaging.
Thus, the enhanced precision of 3D organ reconstruction
coupled with morphological feature-based classification may
reveal previously unknown correlations between various fac-
tors such as volume, curvature, anthropometric, ethnicity and
health status. The proposed tool presented in this paper can
also be incorporated within a much wider scope of medical
imaging analysis software application. The advantages of
utilising such a tool in CADx may support the reduction
of misdiagnosis rates, thus lowering the probability of a
patient suffering from significant health problems and in the
stratification of patient to develop better targeted treatment
plans.
The proposed framework proceeds by reading a specific-
organ annotated MR image volume slice by slice, after which
the organ volume is calculated. The annotated organ data
is processed and modelled as a volume through interpo-
lation, polygon mesh, Gaussian smoothing and isosurface
techniques, followed by a coating of Laplacian smoothing.
It is useful to note that in medical imaging, isosurfaces are
Figure 1. Overview of the steps involved in the proposed framework. The
organ is segmented, reconstructed and analysed in order to extract, classify
and stratify morphological information.
readily used to represent regions of a particular density in a
3D image scan, allowing the visualisation of internal organs
and other structures [10]. Afterwards, the 3D curvature of
the organ is calculated on a triangular mesh.
In Section II, the methodology for organ reconstruc-
tion, and volume and curvature computation are explained.
Section III presents and discusses the results’ outcome,
comparing a set of volume and curvature calculations. Sec-
tion IV provides a conclusion for the proposed framework
including reference to probable future work in the area of
morphological feature-based organ classification.
II. METHODOLOGY
The proposed framework consists of different steps. A set
of slices from a MR image volume have to be analysed and
manually annotated in order to reconstruct the 3D mesh of
the organ of interest. Following an accurate 3D reconstruc-
tion, it will be possible to extract important features related
to the shape, surface and dimension of the organ. These
features represent important imaging biomarkers, which can
be utilised for further classification and study of the organ. A
schematic representation of the process is provided in Figure
1.
Figure 2. Manual identification of the pancreas region in one slice from
a MRI volume.
A. Contouring of the Organ
Initially, an expert operator manually contours the organ
of interest from the MR image volumes. Using a medical
image analysis tool, the operator can process the MR image
slice by slice, and identify in each slice the region where
the organ is visible and identifiable. Figure 2 displays an
example of a manual segmentation of the pancreas in a
MR image. However, the manual segmentation of the organ
represents the main bottleneck in our tool since it is a very
time-consuming and operator-dependent task. In future, it is
possible to replace this step by a program that automatically
extracts the contour of the organ of interest from MR image
volumes.
B. Reconstructing the Organ
A 3D binary volume is produced from the segmented
MR images. The reconstruction process employs a Gaussian
smoothing algorithm that is applied to the 3D interpolated
data as a means to reduce image noise. Such a smoothing
technique is often used as a pre-processing stage in computer
vision tasks in order to enhance image structures at varying
scales of visualisation [11]. The equation of a Gaussian
function in 3D is the product of three 1D Gaussian functions
as described in Equation 1:








where x is the distance from the origin in the horizontal
axis, y is the distance from the origin in the vertical axis, z
is the distance from the origin in the depth axis, and σ is the
standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. The values
acquired from this Gaussian distribution are used to build
a convolution array which is applied to the original organ
data.
Having undergone Gaussian smoothing, the filtered organ
data can now be represented as an isosurface. The isosurface
can be described as a set of points for which the func-
tion represented by the volume data takes on a common
value, that common value being an isovalue. The marching
cubes algorithm [12], used for constructing the isosurface,
proceeds by taking eight neighbour locations at a time,
whereby forming an imaginary cube, and then determines
the polygons needed to embody the part of the isosurface
that passes through this cube. Afterwards, the individual
polygons are then merged into the desired surface. This is
performed by creating an index to an array of 256 possible
polygon configurations within the imaginary cube. Every
one of the 8 scalar values is considered 1-bit in an 8-bit
integer. If the value of the scalar is higher than the isovalue,
then this bit is set to 1; if it is lower than the isovalue,
it is set to 0. Once all 8 scalars have been examined, the
final value is the actual index to the polygon indices array.
Following this, each vertex of the created polygons is placed
on the appropriate position along the imaginary cubes edge
by performing linear interpolation on the two scalar values
that are connected by that edge.
In computer graphics, Laplacian smoothing is an algo-
rithm readily used to smooth a polygonal mesh. In this
case, the mesh is a rectangular 3D grid, thus the operation
produces the Laplacian of the mesh. The proceeding imple-
mentation of a Laplacian algorithm returns a smoothed array
of vertices coordinates list. For each vertex in the mesh, a
new position is chosen based on local information relating
to the position of neighbouring vertices, and the vertex
is moved in that direction. Mathematically, the smoothing







where N is the number of adjacent vertices to node i, vj
is the position of the j-th adjacent vertex and vi is the new
position for node i.
Once the 3D reconstruction process is complete, the 3D
organ model is visualised against one slice from the original
non-annotated MR image volume.
C. Computing the Volume and Curvature
Initially, the total pancreas area on each slice is computed
as the actual area or the respective organ annotated pixel
area; the pancreas volume per section is calculated as the
product of each pancreas area and the MRI section thickness.
The 3D curvature of the organ is calculated on a triangular
mesh by utilising the algorithm presented in [13], which
is discussed in this section as follows. The curvature of a
surface intrinsically describes the local shape of that surface.
Figure 3 represents d(x, y), which is a regular surface S.
The point q lies on the surface S. The orientation of S at
q is the unit length normal N . A regular curve R on S is
parameterised by β(a) = d(x(a), y(a)), where a is the arc
length of R, and with β(0) = q. For all curves lying on
a surface S and having at a given point q ∈ S, the same
tangent line has at this point the same normal curvatures.
Figure 3. A point q is at a surface S with unit length normal N [12]. A
regular curve R on the surface S passes through point q.
This means it is possible to refer to the normal curvature
along a given direction at q.
If q1 with unit length surface normal N1 is another
different point on the surface very close to q, and t is
the normalised projection of the vector (q1 − q) onto the
tangent plane at q, the normal curvature, cn(t), along the
tangent direction t can be approximated as described in
Equation 3:
cn(t) =
< q1 − q, N1 −N >
‖q1 − q‖2 (3)
where,
t =
(q1 − q)− < q1 − q, N >N
‖ (q1 − q)− < q1 − q, N >N‖ (4)
The next stage incorporates a triangular mesh M =
(P ,C), which can be viewed as an approximation of an
unknown smooth surface. If P is considered as a set of
data points, then C can be described as the linking of P
to construct edges and faces in M . The objective is to
estimate the principal curvatures and principal directions at
the vertices of M . The process begins by estimating the
normal vectors at the vertices of the triangular mesh. The
triangular face in M can be known as f . Since the triangular
faces of the mesh are in the form of a plane, each of these
faces fi has a corresponding unit length normal vector Nfi ,
and the triangular mesh is positioned such that all these
normal vectors are pointing to the same side of the surface.
The normal at vertex q of M as a weighted average normal






where Nfi are the unit length normal to the triangles in
the “one-ring” neighbourhood of q and wi is the weight,
which is chosen based on the centre of the triangle face, fi.
The number of points in a set of one-ring neighbour vertices
of q is represented by m.
For each neighbour qi of q, ti can be defined as the unit
length projection of the vector (qi − q) onto the tangent
plane as described in Equation 6:
ti =
(qi − q)− < qi − q, N >N
‖ (qi − q)− < qi − q, N >N‖ (i = 1, ..., m)
(6)
From here, it is possible to approximate the normal
curvature cn(ti) using Equation 3, such that:
cn(ti) = −< qi − q, Ni −N >
< qi − q, qi − q > (i = 1, ...,m) (7)
Thus, the curvature of the organ is calculated on a
triangular mesh and it is based on local neighbourhood
elements and vertices. It should be noted, however, that at
vertices with few adjacent triangles, (and, thus, few adjacent
vertices) are expanded to a greater neighbourhood. The size
of the neighbourhood can heavily affect results, therefore
increasing the neighbourhood size provides less sensitivity
to noise [14], whereas a smaller neighbourhood size provides
better curvature estimates for less noisy data.
In order to estimate the roughness and smoothness of the
organ surface, a global curvature Cg has been computed as







Organs with a global curvature higher than a threshold are
considered to have a rough surface. Vice versa, organs with
a global curvature less than a threshold represent a smooth
surface.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
The manual annotation of organs of interest such as the
liver, pancreas and kidneys for MRI volumes, each of size
384×384×50, were provided for experimental purposes. An
experienced operator analysed and manually annotated T2
weighted MR images from 115 subjects from our database
of volunteers. In particular the pancreas region has been
manually segmented using a commercially available image
analysis software (SliceOmatic by Tomovision). The man-
ually annotated contours, superimposed on the MR images
(Figure 2), are then extracted and elaborated by our software.
A 3D binary volume is generated and processed in order
to provide a final 3D approximation of the surface using
the techniques described in Sections I and II. In order to
Figure 4. A 3D reconstruction of the pancreas is drawn against one slice
from its corresponding MRI volume.
calculate the curvature, a number of 50 neighbouring points
have been chosen.
The results presented in this paper focus on the pancreas
of 115 different adult volunteers. For each case, the volume
and 3D global curvature was calculated in order to classify
the pancreas in terms of volume and surface smoothness.
This classification and extraction of parameters, relating to
shape and texture, can be utilised to tackle fundamental
clinical and scientific questions about pancreatic changes
associated with the development of insulin resistance and
diabetes, as well as for diagnosis and aiding image guidance
systems.
Figure 4 displays a typical 3D model of the pancreas
reconstructed from one of the volunteers. The 3D reconstruc-
tion presented in Figure 5 shows the depth of the pancreas
curvature highlighted by varying shades of yellow. From 115
different samples, we found a wide variation in organ size.
The overall mean volume was 64.7 ± 18.4 cm3 and the
3D global curvature was 0.0464 ± 0.0391. Differences in
pancreas volume has been reported in literature and they
may be associated with age, gender and health status of the
participants [15]. A statistical representation of the data is
provided in Figure 6.
As highlighted in Figure 7, the pancreas volume in rela-
tion to the curvature displays a slight weak, but significant,
negative correlation. Indeed, the volume and the global
curvature of the pancreas, when compared using a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, showed a statistically significance differ-
ence (p < 0.0001), and using a t-test (p < 0.0001).
If we consider the morphology of the pancreas being
described by the global curvature of the organ shape, then
based on our results, we can expect that as the size of
the organ decreases, higher values of global curvature are
anticipated, thus increasing the irregularities in the shape.
Indeed, changes in volume size and morphology have been
Figure 5. The depth of a pancreas curvature is highlighted by varying
shades of yellow.
Figure 6. Box plot for 3D curvature and volume of 115 cases.
previously observed in some subjects with type 2 diabetes,
where the pancreas displayed an involuted morphology with
serrated borders [16]. Given the increase in global incidences
of type 2 diabetes and the broad clinical spectrum of the
disease, there is a clear need for a better understanding
of the relationship between morphology and function in
order to provide insightful stratification of patients and
objective measurements of disease progression, and remis-
sion, especially where changes in organ morphology have
been observed but not quantified. This clearly demands
objective and reliable methodologies to obtain more in-
depth morphological characterization of the pancreas and
associated organs.
Furthermore, the framework presented here can be used in
large cohort studies; for example, the UK BioBank provides
details of an estimated 100,000 subjects who will undergo
phenotyping, including a full body MRI. Such studies will
serve as the basis for stratifying patients with type 2 diabetes
Figure 7. The pancreas volume in relation to the curvature displays a
slight negative correlation.
as well as been extended to ascertain correlation between
morphological changes of a given organ to other relevant
information from the participants, including genetic and life-
style factors.
As concerns the computational complexity of the pro-
posed method, in terms of classification based on volume
and surface smoothness, it is low because the proposed
method only evaluates two formulas, one for the calculation
of the volume and the other for the global curvature of the
3D reconstructed organ. The proposed method, compared
with other machine learning techniques that could be used
for classification purposes, does not require a pre-training
stage, thus there is no need to manually label a high number
of 3D reconstructed organs.
IV. CONCLUSION
Driven by the knowledge in which accurate 3D organ
reconstruction, coupled with size and structure analysis, can
support medical professionals in their clinical diagnosis,
detection and planning of treatment, this paper describes
a computing tool that classifies organs based on factors
such as volume and curvature using anonymised volunteer
data from magnetic resonance (MR) image volumes. In
addition to offering radiologists a “second opinion” upon
inspection, thus helping to eliminate possible misdiagnosis,
tools such as this can be easily used in the scope of
much greater research and investigation including forensic
science and biomedicine; it can also be incorporated into
the development of effective medical image analysis soft-
ware applications. In future work, this tool could extend
towards the automatic classification of variations in an organ
based on volume, curvature and other factors such as age,
gender, weight and height. This would assume no operator
involvement other than providing the relevant MRI patient
scan. The automatic classification algorithm would be able
to accurately segment the desired organ from the given
image and perform analysis in order to detect possible
abnormalities or features linked with a particular disorder.
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